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The loss of writer and activist Edmond Caldwell is hard to fathom. We write here still in sorrow 
over Caldwell’s passing on 31 July 2017. One of us had known Caldwell for more than a decade, 
the other almost a decade. We came to know him independently, although it would turn out that 
all three of us would complete PhDs at Tufts University, years apart, Tufts with its manicured 
grass. Caldwell was a fierce and inspiring figure. No single remembrance can summarize or 
stand for how much he meant to so many people for so many different reasons, and we will not 
attempt to try. We take the liberty of writing not only as readers, as colleagues and comrades, but 
also emphatically as friends, so in no way are we offering an unbiased tribute, whatever that 
could be. Indeed, what follows will be the opposite because it is the only way we know to 
approach the political and intellectual intensity of Caldwell’s vision and work.   

A few personal memories, jumbled together: Caldwell’s singular laugh and mischievous smile, 
Caldwell’s voice from the back of the room at graduate student colloquia, bringing a 
sophisticated and uncompromising radical edge to academic conversations, Caldwell’s incisive 
take on the Marxist tradition and pretty much every obscure book you could think to mention, 
Caldwell at a packed Scrutiny event relentlessly grilling the speaker on the English Romantics 
over what Caldwell saw as the warmed-over humanist metaphysic of the subject, Caldwell 
calling out at a public hearing, in Swiftian satire, the gentrifying attempts of Grubstreet to 
establish a self-serving “literary cultural district” in downtown Boston, Caldwell the great 
admirer of both David Harvey and John Brown, Caldwell’s insistence on foregrounding the 
veiled relations of labor in his writing, which meant also the labor of producing the book itself, 
Caldwell’s contempt for critics and novelists who would provide the taste of the sausage while 
writing the factory where it was made out of existence, Caldwell’s eloquence, in person and in 
writing, building, digressing, rebuilding, leaping, Caldwell bowing out early after readings 
because he had to be back to take care of his guys, Caldwell accepting a tenure track job but 
ultimately ‘preferring not to,’ Caldwell showing up out of nowhere to be one of an audience of 
perhaps five at Luke Roberts’s reading in Cambridge MA years back, Caldwell as an end-of-
semester invited guest author on a student’s sunny rooftop deck, holding forth on his love for 
both Ulysses and Lord of the Rings, Caldwell’s generosity and eagerness and precision in emails 
or in person, talking about his interest in the critique of both communism and black nationalism 
running through the work of Richard Wright, Caldwell spotted at rally against the US occupation 
of Iraq on Boston Common, hawking the newspaper of the Progressive Labor Party, Caldwell’s 
refusal to let anyone, least of all himself, off the hook for their complicities, Caldwell’s self-
deprecation and ambition to engage in work that would not patronize, Caldwell’s eyes bright 
with newfound love, Caldwell taking his first-year class to Boston’s MFA, not just to view the 



art but to talk with the members of the security guard’s union, Caldwell belting out “The 
Internationale” to close his 56th birthday party last July, and vowing that next time, at the next 
party, we’d really “blast the roof off the ruling class,” Caldwell in his last social media posts 
sharing Brecht’s essay on the “Five Difficulties of Telling the Truth,” Caldwell brainstorming 
possibilities for a new radical press, Caldwell the writer, literary squatter, saboteur.  

It is one of the great stupidities of literary culture in the US to gauge a writer’s achievement by 
their awards or by the size of their audience. It is perhaps not entirely unlike the habit many have 
of gauging the worth of a person’s thought by their celebrity or their professional prestige or the 
size of their paycheck. These things continue to be done every day, but when a writer like 
Caldwell dies and his brilliant novel, Human Wishes / Enemy Combatant, is out of print because 
the courageous small press Say It With Stones that published it has folded and there are almost no 
notices or reviews available except by those who knew him, such as Steven Augustine and 
Joseph G. Ramsey, the travesty is obvious. It says nothing about Caldwell’s work. It says 
everything about the state of contemporary literary affairs, especially in Boston, where many 
reviewers and critics are either too dull to recognize groundbreaking writing or too servile in 
their thoroughgoing commitment to institutional channels and endorsements. The effects run all 
the way down to the touching obeisance to power that happens even at the level of (most but not 
all) reading series and independent bookstores. These words are not unbiased; we recognize that. 
But neither are they untrue or even unfair. The disregard of Caldwell’s work is unlikely to be 
remedied by waiting for criticism to catch up, so this is an opportunity to intervene.   

We want to stress what a leap Human Wishes / Enemy Combatant signifies, not only as a novel 
or anti-novel, but also in the oeuvre of Caldwell. Caldwell’s first novel The Chagall Position 
remains unpublished, but it too is an achievement. Caldwell, like one of us, is from the West, a 
transplant to Boston, and this appears in the setting of the first novel itself, a small imaginary city 
in the Southwest named Yucca, “capital of the county of the same name, in the U.S. desert 
southwest, thirty-five miles from the border with Mexico—ninety thousand souls simmering in 
quiet desperation on stolen land made livable by stolen water.” It also appears in the protagonist 
Browne’s obsessive relationship with Brenda Mullen, from Boston. The novel is set post 9/11, 
like HW / EC, and its story has an arc and characters operate in a world clearly recognizable, 
even if this world is pushed to its limits. HW / EC does something else entirely. HW / EC has no 
clear setting or plot, and barely has a protagonist, since its action takes place almost entirely in 
various “In Between” sites, the kind of non-places that characters in “literary fiction” would tend 
to move through between chapters, the kind of places that reduce even the most psychologically 
realized individual to the status of little more than a cypher: an airport hotel in Paris, the luggage 
carousel in Boston’s Logan, the streets of St. Petersburg and Tel Aviv, a chain bookstore in a 
suburban shopping mall. Beyond these geographic in-betweens our hero, our “little wayfarer II,” 
also moves through surreal locations, closet dramas, folk legends and apocryphal histories, and 
even the characters are unstable, respectively becoming a cat or a security guard or a policeman 
or Samuel Johnson who is also the actor James Wood. It is not even clear if the book has 

https://www.amazon.com/Human-Wishes-Combatant-Edmond%20Caldwell/dp/0615577954/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1514837610&sr=81&keywords=human+wishes+enemy+combatant
https://berlin8berlin.wordpress.com/2017/08/15/but-now-a-gentleman-passing/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2015/12/25/the-best-book-you-cant-buy-at-the-mall-this-christmas/


chapters, since while the word is used by torturers when the protagonist is being detained in the 
unnamed non-place of a US government black site (252), the parts of the book are also called 
“boxes” (112), recalling the surreal collage boxes of Joseph Cornell, whose c. 1945-46 box 
“American Rabbit” is used as the name of one of the book’s boxes, recalling the “cat box” in the 
closet drama (209), the “nine lives” of the protagonist and nine lives of a cat (112), the nine 
months in the womb at Taunton State Hospital in 1972 (194-99), the “box factory” in 
Springfield, Massachusetts where the hero’s possibly apocryphal mother worked when she first 
immigrated from Palestine to the US (191), and so on. 

HW / EC precisely is not a story about the effects of 9/11 on America. We know this because the 
hero encounters that novel for sale in the B. Dalton bookstore at the Watertown Arsenal Mall. A 
“pathetic work of philistine middle-brow commercial trash masquerading as literature” is a 
thought the hero momentarily has about The Emperor’s Children (133), Messud’s 2006 best-
selling novel about the lives of bourgeois New Yorkers (who else?) just before 9/11, the 
characters’ lives thrown into turmoil by the attack but the novel itself a success; indeed, if reports 
are to be believed, it will be turned or is already being turned into a movie starring Jeff Bridges. 
The Emperor’s Children is mostly about the time just before 9/11 because it presumably assumes 
we know what happened after that. And in 2018 we do know that those bourgeois New Yorkers 
didn’t have to worry much; they just got a huge tax break after all, and they are all now a lot 
richer. Maybe they can’t help but worry anyway, though, the way the Beckett Estate always 
worries that a lost Becket play will be discovered and produced without its permission. This is an 
absurd moment in HW / EC, when Hodge proposes to Johnson that they produce Human Wishes, 
Beckett’s first play, in “a very short run, just one or two performances before the Beckett Estate 
swoops in with a court order and shuts us down” (203). How preposterous to think that the 
Beckett Estate would do such a thing! That could never happen in real life. We can be sure it is 
only cartoonish pyrotechnics, just as we can be sure about the story of how we ended up here in 
2018.  

Anyway, we’re getting off track. And we probably need to remind ourselves that we’re writing 
in Dispatches, which nobody reads, not like The Boston Review or The New Yorker or N+1 or 
wherever serious literary fiction is discussed nowadays.  



 

 

  



Literature doesn’t fall from heavens, it comes to us thickly mediated, and those 
mediations are not merely “frames” or “contexts” but deeply braided into its very 
materials. Writing which is art – as distinct from “literary fiction” – is conscious of this 
and strains against it, against its own materials, and invites us to participate in that 
struggle, and its inevitable failure, and its inevitable next attempt.  

     – Edmond Caldwell, “Press Release for a Dirty Bomb” 

And yet thronged with people as these streets [of St. Petersburg, formerly Leningrad] 
were…he could not help feeling that he wandered a ghost city, an abandoned city, a city 
built by a race of giants and then abandoned, among whose colossal decaying monuments 
now scrambled a lesser race, the bed-lice of its former occupants, reeling, dwarfed.    

       – Human Wishes/Enemy Combatant (53) 

 
Edmond’s Invitation 

By Joseph G. Ramsey 

As I reach for a way to do some sort of justice to the work of my deceased friend and comrade, 
Edmond Caldwell, two comments he made come to mind.  

Edmond told me, years ago, during a guest visit to a class I was teaching, that the only literature 
worthy of the name—the only literature that was worth our time in a life that was already too 
short, in a world that was overstocked with unnoticed genius—was literature that was truly a 
matter of life and death.  Not just in the sense of being about ‘serious issues’—it wasn’t just 
about the content; plenty of books about ‘important social themes’ did not qualify.  Rather, for 
Edmond, the only books that deserved to be called art were those written as if the very life of the 
author depended on it.  

He set the bar high. Kind and generous as he was, he had no time for pretentious mediocrity.   

Another memory, from some years earlier.  We were walking across Boston Common and 
Edmond hypothesized, somewhat in jest, but serious too, that it would be better if humanity 
could break with the bad habit of thinking of itself as composed of Unique and Infinitely 
Complex Individuals, and instead start thinking of ourselves as a species more akin to ants.  Yes, 
Ants, he proposed, let us approach Human Society as we would approach the question Ant 
Society: what would help it flourish, what motivates its members, etc. 

Point being: Edmond saw much that passed for Humanist Elevation as contributing little or even 
causing harm to the task of actually helping human life to flourish here on earth.  A radical return 
to basics was ultimately required.  (Start with perhaps: Food and Water, Adequate Soil, 
Protection from Predators, as well the ant colony’s division of labor and social structure.) 

In particular Edmond saw the notion of there being an Autonomous Individual Self as deeply 
pernicious—naïve, complicit, invidious (one of many words I learned from him). Paradoxically, 



as he outlined it, the high-minded and inspiring idea of Individual Freedom that promised to 
pole-vault Humanity out of the Animal Kingdom—light-years beyond lowly insects!—ended up 
not liberating humanity from its base instincts and needs, but rather boomeranging us back down 
into the mud slop of starvation and barbarism.  

Better to puncture the puffery. 

In order to become fully human, he implied, we would have to first come together and take our 
place on the plane of ants. To deal frankly and completely –collectively—with the less than 
sublime matters of basic need and lack, which, so long as they remain unaddressed for the 
majority of people on this planet, forever make the notion of Individual Human Freedom or 
Autonomy no more than middlebrow blather, or worse, ideological mystification & justification 
for a brutal and unjust status quo.  (Nor was this a mere matter of solidarity with a distant Other: 
Edmond Caldwell well knew how the specter of homelessness haunted the ‘secure’ lives of the 
‘lucky.’)  

How to reconcile: 

The Edmond who placed the worthy bar of Art so high, it made you want to learn to fly. 

Edmond who thought humankind so ‘low’—so prone to invidious distinctions—it would better if 
we dropped the façade altogether and faced the truth that we were little better than the ants.   

What place for art in a world of ants? 

In his art and in his activism, Edmond worked towards a synthesis of these antinomies—Art & 
Antdom—stretching old forms in new ways. His experimental masterpiece Human 
Wishes/Enemy Combatant (2012) he called an anti-novel—a form that would “blow up so-called 
‘literary fiction’ from the inside out” (133), by disclosing not just the restrictive and pretentious 
artifice but also the social complicity of Lit Fict’s gated conventions: from Hook & Back-Story 
(158), to Sympathetic Character (159), to Realistic-yet-Dramatic Story Plot (159), to Deep 
Psychological Interiority & Epiphany (79), to Narrative Closure and Cathartic Resolution (129).  
As his never-named protagonist reflects on the project while observing people at a highway rest-
stop: 

Epiphany story con, plot and character’s cum-shot consummation, ratifying the spurious 
“interiority” of the character in the temporal schema of “character development,” all for the 
purpose of flattering readers with their puny reflections in its little hand-mirror, flattering and 
ratifying, those flatifying little hand-mirrors of epiphany!  No, what was needed was anti-
epiphany, which dissolves deconstructs and otherwise breaks down character into the ensemble 
of its constituents, in this case chiefly the constituents of the rest stop (79). 

For Edmond, getting beyond the lie of invidious individualism required getting honest about the 
unhappy fact that character was more effect than cause.  This meant exposing and uprooting—or 
at the very least de-naturalizing—those literary conventions that enabled the myth of Individual 
Human Agency to live on despite the dawn of zombie capitalism.  Edmond struggled towards a 



mode of writing that took seriously the way that contemporary social forces of domination could 
reduce individual life to the plane of the ants, Environment determining life more thoroughly 
than any author of Literary Fiction could bear to admit—Capital and State, of course, 
determining that Environment. 

To be sure, Edmond also was attuned to the exceptions to the rule, to those moments of rupture, 
those Events when—whether through the vector of Love or Political inspiration—human beings 
could rise from the deadwood dream and become something…else, something more than ant, 
something other than what is expected of them.  Indeed, his outrageous and outstanding 
unpublished first novel The Chagall Position provides us with a character who is thrown back 
into vital aliveness in both the realm of love and politics, after having lay dormant on both fronts 
for over two decades.  Caldwell’s year-in-the-life of a radical love-stricken high school Social 
Studies teacher is told in more or less conventional realistic retrospection, but the book is still 
remarkable for its timeliness.  Set against the backdrop of rising post-911 consensus repression 
and the rise of an openly neo-fascist anti-immigrant Right in the American Southwest, the plot 
hinges on zombified Mr. Browne being shocked back to life by two events: a passionate and 
taboo-smashing love affair with a fellow teacher, and a home-room student rebellion catalyzed 
by a Latino youth who refuses to stand for the national anthem.  A book for the year of Trump 
and Kaepernick. The love plot and the political plot are equally compelling and deeply entangled 
and each is drenched in radical insights that push the limits of what can be said aloud in America 
today. But what may be most notable is the way Caldwell treats the two passionate vectors—
Love and Politics—as distinct, each with its own messy and disruptive trajectory of 
transformation.  The drive of desire and the drive for revolution here dance and couple, but they 
do not synthesize; taking both seriously ensures a wild ride. The Chagall Position refuses facile 
resolution, pushing the political romance to its limit at the level of social and psychological 
content, while proving beyond a doubt that Edmond Caldwell had mastered the form of realistic 
literary narrative that he would soon make it his task to detonate. 

Edmond’s activist interventions were boldly experimental as well—academic tenure kissed 
good-bye, he remade himself into a radical gadfly of Boston’s respectable literary establishment. 
Oh, to have been there when Edmond channeled Jonathan Swift at that public hearing, likening 
the rush of Grub Street to a corporate-owned cattle stampede, satirizing the ‘humanistic’ 
implications of finance capital’s capture of Boston’s new Literary and Cultural District—right 
down to the proudly branded foreheads!   

Yes, Caldwell had the courage to stand and deliver, to look his enemies in the eye, wink, then 
speak the truth and take the heat.  He did not aim merely to produce a sophisticated critique of 
what was happening elsewhere and long ago—gaining for himself lefty smarty points at some 
safe hardwood table; he aimed to call out the toxic turd in the punchbowl in real time, in the 
middle of the patron’s party—to interrupt, to disrupt, to sabotage—to jam the works, make it 
impossible for business as usual to politely motor on.  Edmond strove to make critique matter, in 



a world where critics are generally taught to keep their distance if they know what’s good for 
them. 

And he produced the work to back up the provocative talk.  Any page of Human Wishes/Enemy 
Combatant passes the high bar he posited, proved that another path was possible.  His prose 
delves deep into 21st century post-9/11 American middle-class (consumer and ‘intellectual’) 
subjective experience, so ‘deep’ as to reveal its conditioning by manifold…surfaces, sign-bearers 
for the objective forces that structure the terrain beneath. The book features a nameless 
protagonist moving through what we might think of as non-places—from highway rest-stops, to 
shopping mall ‘bookstores’, to airport custom lines and baggage claim areas, to hotels built 
solely to house those bumped from over-booked flights. (More than likely you’ve been there.)   

Alongside these ‘everyday’ spaces the book later explores the non-places of CIA/NSA/USA 
black sites, as well as the violently state-erased place of Lydda, Palestine.  (Caldwell conjures 
their brutality and absurdity in researched detail.)  These latter non-places are of course of a 
different order than the ‘normal’ quotidian tourist and consumer spaces with which so much of 
the anti-novel is concerned. But in fact, a key point of the book is that the gap between these 
seemingly opposed, radically ‘divergent’ realms is not so large at all—in a sense the torture 
chambers are right next door, a state-sponsored specter that haunts and structures the hustle and 
bustle of everyday America.  Moreover, these distinct realms are often dependent upon one 
another:  the violent displacement of the Palestinians, like the genocide of the indigenous people 
of Massachusetts, emerges as the prerequisite for creating the condition of rootless wandering 
and perpetual insecurity which keeps our Little Wayfarer from ever truly being at home in the 
world.  HW/EC works to force us to see these compartmentalized places as actually existing on 
the same Mobius strip of 21st century existence, pushing us to achieve a subjective standpoint 
that is adequate to this fragmented and fissured, tangled global circuit. (Even shopping mall 
loudspeakers that once worried only of shoplifters now terrorize all with the threat of threats to 
Our Way of Life.) 

Edmond’s project in HW/EC thus involves pushing the form of the novel—that home of the 
bildungsroman and the pot-boiler, of deep developed Character and narrative Action—to its 
limit, finely tracing embodied individual consciousness and experience through deeply realized, 
actually existing ‘public’ spaces, to the point that the category of the “individual” becomes 
increasingly evacuated and vacuous. The truth of unique subjective experience is thereby 
revealed as the deeply conditioned product of the objective forces of capital and the imperial 
state that shape and surround it on all sides.   

To emphasize the deep determinisms here is not to say that Edmond did not respect and take 
seriously the realm of the literary, or the pleasures of language. (Far from it!)  He was nothing if 
not a close and careful and voracious reader, across periods and continents and genres—and his 
sense of humor was one of his true gifts, something I miss terribly. Close readers of HW/EC will 
find a nexus of clever literary references and allusions, enough to keep a graduate student 
platoon sleep-deprived all year.  It wasn’t either/or with him.  It was both/and: both the tectonic 



and the texture, both comedy and tragedy.  (His puns will make you cackle even as their 
referents make you weep.) 

His title alone forces us to think in new ways.  The juxtaposed halves-- Human Wishes / Enemy 
Combatant—stage a kind of category conflict, forcing us to think notions that we don’t generally 
think of as existing on the same epistemological plane.  The second half of the clashing couple is 
likely more familiar, and of rather recent mintage: coined by the United States government after 
the murderous blowback of 9-11-01, “Enemy Combatant” designates the official term that 
enabled the American military to claim legality while detaining indefinitely and without charge 
those it designated as potential threats to national security, without offering them the due process 
rights asserted by the Geneva Conventions. 

“Human Wishes,” on the other hand, is of less recent origin, referring to the title of one the great 
poems of Samuel Johnson (of Dictionary fame), “The Vanity of Human Wishes.”  This mid-18th 
century English lyric offers scathing tribute to the corruptive power of Money, that “Wide-
wasting Pest, that rages unconfined, // And crowds with Crimes the Record of Mankind.”  
Caldwell found in Johnson an unlikely kindred spirit, one who chronicled “the gen’ral Massacre 
of Gold”: 

For Gold his Sword the Hireling Ruffian draws, 

For Gold the hireling Judge distorts the Laws; 

Wealth heaped on Wealth, nor Truth nor Safety buys, 

The Dangers gather as the Treasures Rise. 

For Johnson, the force of money all but guaranteed a life of misery and obscurity for the likes of 
the committed Scholar, who, at best, can hope to have their contributions recognized once dead, 
often by those who stomped upon their life. 

There Mark What Ill the Scholars life assail, 

Toil, Envy, Want, the Garret*, and the Jail. 

(*in other versions, Johnson substituted “the Patron”.  Edmond could surely relate to both 
versions.)   

Edmond was no stranger to Scholarship sacrificed for Gold.  His first novel The Chagall Position 
was rejected by the all the Big House publishers (one saw its greatness but asked Edmond to give 
the main character a “sympathetic” make-over, for marketing purposes).  Returning to college 
teaching in his last two years after writing would not pay the bills, Edmond spent his last summer 
alive as a dangling adjunct at a public university beset by budget cuts, lacking assurance that he 
would still have teaching work at all come Fall.  (In September, they’d have to find someone else 
teach Edmond Caldwell’s classes.) 

Lacking faith in State or Scholarship, Johnson’s worldly poem ends by turning its cry towards 
heaven.  We are told—though never shown—that the Higher Powers will save the day. But for a 



radical materialist atheistic earthling like Edmond Caldwell, such heavenly reassurances did not 
figure. 

Where then dwell hope for Edmond?  For us?  

Partly here, in the recognition—brought and spread by the kind of art and activism and people 
that Edmond loved—that the “gen’ral massacre of Gold,” our ruling condition, is far from unique 
or individual: this bad state of things is profoundly shared.  And thus, while the vulgar revelation 
that capital rules our innermost desires, that our own much-loved bright ideas may well be the 
dark spawn of the military industrial complex, is sure to provoke despair in the naïve Liberal 
Humanist, for a Marxist critic like Edmond Caldwell, it was different.  Revealing the general 
massacre holds out the hope of a chance at Actual Human Freedom: it provides us with a 
collective basis upon which we mighty ants might turn termite, our jaws turned against the 
ruler’s foundation.  

For a revolutionary communist critical artist like Edmond Caldwell, after all, the point of 
discerning the thick mediations and base determinations of social life and literature was not to 
add further to the cynicism and the fatalism in which we are often drowning already.  Edmond’s 
wager rather, I think, was that by illuminating the network of mystifications and alienations, he 
might encourage a consciousness that would allow us to track our enemy more clearly, and a 
sensibility that would keep us from being too hard on ourselves or on one another.  After all, it’s 
not our fault that the world is built this way—even if it remains our responsibility to change it.   

Our.  The collective nature of the project is crucial.  Edmond underscores this when he concludes 
“Press Release for a Dirty Bomb” by stating that literature as art requires not only writing that 
knowingly strains against ruling conventions, but work that “invites us to participate in that 
struggle, and its inevitable failure, and its inevitable next attempt.” 

Edmond Caldwell invited us, with urgency, with brilliance, and with glee, to recognize and 
embrace the possibility of an art—and a life—that was more than going through the motions, a 
praxis that refused false transparency and deadwood complacency, that recognized its own 
artifice, its own complexly mediated place in the world, its own complicit investments—and the 
impossible possibility of something more.  He modeled art and activism that confronted ruling 
conventions head on, pushing so hard on their texture of complicity that the skin of ‘The Way 
Things Are’ might wrinkle to the ripping point.   

Let us not forget: Edmond distributed his literary provocations in lowdown common public 
places, by hand, stuffing polemics inside stacks of “One City One Story” BFF booklets 
sponsored by State Street.  Picture him not just blogging at home, but spreading leaflets through 
MBTA stations, sliding subversive bookmarks in the best-sellers at Borders. As he wrote in this 
saboteur’s manifesto, the mediations in which literature is enmeshed “are not merely ‘frames’ or 
‘contexts’ but deeply braided into its very materials.”  And among the materials we must include 
the way that writers are taught to imagine our relation to ‘audience’ and to ‘community.’ Who 
counts?  Who doesn’t? Who are we writing for?  Edmond, I think, would challenge us to 



consider how the very forms and places we have been taught identify with—and against—as we 
speak and read and publish and perform… are often themselves part of the problem.   

Which is not to say that the familiar forms and spaces and groups are without their utopian 
nodes, their pockets of potentiality, their dialectical angles where they point past their limits.  
Indeed, Edmond also knew from experience that the process of reactionary recruitment may go 
beautifully awry, even in the heart of the empire, even during an Orwellian lesson plan designed 
to teach the young the futility of revolutionary dreams.  The possibility for ‘bad subjects’ 
endures—Edmond Caldwell himself is proof of it.   

Thank god for that.  And thank god Edmond put so much down in writing before he left us.  
(Though print pages are cold comfort for those who knew this man’s fire.)   

Edmond Caldwell defied the rules and discerned the circuit and dared to put down on paper the 
fearsome five-sense domination of Taylorist capital and terrorist American empire.  He has left 
us in Human Wishes/Enemy Combatant something precious, a toolkit for literary liberation:  
picks to puncture the ruling lamination, levers to ply up the rotting floorboards, axes to hack 
away the bourgeois box we’ve been taught is the World.   

Let us share his work and swing it together until the walls tumble and through the jagged breach 
we can spy the fires atop the mountain. 

What we’ll write then won’t be a novel.  But Edmond Caldwell will be one of the authors. 

 

  



Nothing Odd Will Do Long 
by Boyd Nielson 

In Edmond Caldwell’s personal copy of Leaves of Grass (Norton edition), the following words 
are lightly penciled in the flyleaf: “—the lover in Whitman is the surrogate or focus of all 
otherness.” After the loss of someone one cares about, one wants traces like this to carry 
significance. Caldwell had left a bookmark on the page of and marked a check next to section 22 
of what Whitman long before 1892 had come to call “Song of Myself,” but in Whitman’s 1855 
edition, self-published, those lines appear differently: 

You sea! I resign myself to you also….I guess what you mean, 

I behold from the beach your crooked inviting fingers, 

I believe you refuse to go back without feeling of me; 

We must have a turn together….I undress….hurry me out of sight of the land, 

Cushion me soft…rock me in billowy drowse, 

Dash me with amorous wet….I can repay you.  

Sea of stretched ground-swells! 

Sea breathing broad and convulsive breaths! 

Sea of the brine of life! Sea of unshovelled and always-read graves! 

Howler and scooper of storms! Capricious and dainty sea! 

I am integral with you….I too am of one phase and of all phases.  

Partaker of influx and efflux….extoler of hate and conciliation, 

Extoler of amies and those that sleep in each other’s arms. 

I am he attesting sympathy; 

Shall I make my list of things in the house and skip the house that supports them? 

I am the poet of commonsense and of the demonstrable and of immortality; 

And am not the poet of goodness only….I do not decline to be the poet of wickedness also.  



 

Caldwell was very thorough in his writing even when he might appear to be flippant. I figure if 
the little wayfarer II’s passing thought about Messud’s The Emperor’s Children is going to be 
quoted and not the part where the policeman I mean actor Wood has a woody, I better read the 
book because the last thing I want people to think is that I’m flippant. The problem is where to 
find the novel. O God it’s huge. I can barely get past the first three pages of praise. Just do a 
close reading of the USA Today blurb and call it a day. Other people’s pleasure always amazes 
me. Like the other day I saw this couple taking pictures of people on a packed Red Line train 
with their phone and laughing about it until someone called them out. We’re just trying to get 
home from work you assholes. We’re not here for your pleasure. Anyway there is this character 
in the novel called, oh shit, what’s his name, it doesn’t matter, he’s from Watertown which in the 
novel is supposed to suggest he’s kind of poor I guess. Or maybe he’s just not like those other 
characters from New York City or Australia or whatever. He doesn’t say things like “Can’t bear 
it myself—so California” nor does he find so-and-so “winning.” Christ who uses language like 
that. See I made it past the first page. The thing about this character is that you’re supposed to 
understand how naïve he is when he escapes from Watertown because he takes with him 
Gravity’s Rainbow which he’s never read and probably won’t read anytime soon. Haha. Snap. 
Tells you all you need to know about that sucker from Watertown right there. Too bad he never 
learned what I learned in my own bourgeois education. You never say read. You always say 
reread. And you only say it with the right books. Do it correctly and doors will open for you 
where rooms are painted a deep purple—aubergine, in local—oh shit I just looked back to page 
18 and realized he’s from Watertown, New York. I thought we were talking about Watertown 
right across the river. I’ve never been to that other Watertown. Where is it. God the middle of 
nowhere, maybe he really is poor. Who tells kids like that they need to read Gravity’s Rainbow 



anyway. Or not read it. Won’t get them anywhere either way. I should probably go back and 
revise my mistake about Watertown but I’ve come this far. I wish I could say I found The 
Emperor’s Children in B. Dalton bookstore but they’re mostly gone now and anyway they sell 
only current bestsellers not bestsellers from more than a decade ago but all those old bestsellers 
have to go somewhere and often it’s to places like second-hand stores and that’s where I found it 
in a basement for $1.75. As if I were going to order it on Amazon. I’m writing this from the 
Watertown Arsenal Mall. I really am. Fucking rabbits everywhere. There will have to be a 
nuclear winter soon because the regular exterminations haven’t been successful. The other night 
I had a dream about this mall where the escalators went on forever. More a fantasy than a dream 
I guess. Wouldn’t it have been great if Saint John of the Cross had been able to turn his poems 
into movies starring Jeff Bridges, Jeff Bridges would have done a great Dark Night of the Soul, 
but that’s just silly fantasy you can’t just go back and change history. History is history not 
apocryphal history. Besides you can’t make a movie out of a poem, well maybe there’s Orphée 
or whatever, but usually you just end up with a shitty biopic where James Franco recites some 
lines and then someone says I wish James Franco were here, but James Franco is working harder 
than any human being has ever worked. Let’s get real. There were no movies in the sixteenth 
century, there were only St. John’s treatises on Dark Night of the Soul and why write those when 
you’ve already got the poem. As much a waste of time as Eliot’s notes on The Wasteland if you 
ask me. Eliot never really had the stomach for being a poet. St. John did. In 1577 St. John was 
taken prisoner by Carmelites and others and for nine months he was imprisoned and tortured at 
the monastery in Toledo where he composed a great deal of his poem The Spiritual Canticle after 
having had a mystical experience. In prison visions arise. Put that rhyme in your movie. How am 
I ever going to bring this back to Caldwell. The poem draws from Song of Songs and St. John 
might have been familiar with Fray Luis de León’s illicit translation of Song of Songs into 
Spanish but unlike the Protestants St. John didn’t do a translation. Funny thing about translation, 
it was bound up not only with the Reformation but also with the Enlightenment, translation and 
study of the original languages, German higher criticism and so forth. I’m big on the 
Enlightenment, science, the French Revolution, égalité and all that but St. John did something 
else entirely, he didn’t translate Song of Songs, he turned it into a poem even though it was 
already a poem. A mystical poem. Asking when the Enlightenment will dispel mystery is like 
asking when revolution will dispel poetry, at best a pseudo-question posed by frauds who 
pretend to be critics but are just bootlicking actors serving elite interests, like Bill Maher. I don’t 
know whether Caldwell ever read St. John, but I know he loved Whitman. The 1855 edition. I’ve 
never seen his personal copy of the 1855 edition and I don’t know what he wrote in the flyleaf. 
All I’ve got to go on is the Norton. The Norton is so full of itself. It’s like Whitman’s line in the 
1855 Preface about America being the greatest poem. Any comment about the greatest poem that 
is not already debased compromise with power is no doubt trivial anyway. The great no wait I 
mean the very great intellectuals of Cambridge and sometimes London. Right back at you kid. 
Londonderry maybe. Lots of apples. Middle of nowhere. This is getting personal, this is beyond 
personal. We’ve lost the hounds by now, there’s no way they caught that. You forget they have 



x-ray vision, they have algorithms, AI that they didn’t turn off when it invented its own form of 
communication. Which is really just a misunderstanding of language. You don’t need to reread. 
You can create. Infinitely. A surrogate or focus of all otherness. Not surely as a way of 
pretending there are no such things as enemies but as a way of exploding alienation enforced by 
enemies that delimits in advance who can be recognized or even exist as equals. The insane, let’s 
say, prisoners, the exploited, victims. Gone. Rip out your pomegranate heart out and eat it, every 
last seed. The apocryphal history of the little wayfarer is horrific, she is raped three times in the 
book, once by an Israeli soldier during the Nakba, once by her boss in the box factory in 
Springfield Massachusetts, see, we are brought to the factory where the boxes are made after all, 
and once by someone else after she presumably kills her boss with a stamping machine set for 
the most popular seller 18-N and goes insane. She is sent to Taunton State Hospital where she is 
raped by, well, who knows, certainly not one of the doctors. It’s 1972 but the story is made up so 
it could be anytime but it’s not, it’s 1972 and isn’t the story of the little wayfarer which makes 
the little wayfarer II the hero not quite a hero, isn’t this story that the hero will never really know 
the universal struggle in the book, it’s about Palestine after all, Lydda which is al-Lyd where St. 
George’s not St. John’s but St. George’s mother is from, and it’s begun in the manner of a 
Palestinian village storyteller, there was, or there was not, in the oldness of time…1972 and it’s 
going to be Black September soon and Operation Wrath of God, I mean, we are all little 
wayfarers now, discarded, persistent apocrypha, & liberation is possible, it’s necessary, it’s May 
Day 1972 and John Wieners is writing “Children of the Working Class” in Taunton State 
Hospital: 

  Yes life was hard for them, much more hard than for any blo 

  ated millionaire, who still lives on 

  their hard-earned monies. I feel I shall 

  have to be punished for writing this, 

  that the omniscient god is the rich one, 

  cared little for looks, less for Art, 

  still kept weekly films close for the 

  free dishes and scandal hot. Some how 

  though got cheated in health and upon 

  hearth. I am one of them. I am witness 

  not to Whitman’s vision, but instead the 

  poorhouses, the mad city asylums and re- 

  lief worklines. Yes, I am witness not to 

  God’s goodness, but to his better or less scorn.  



We’re all little wayfarers now, unassimilable even to ourselves, it’s September 1972, the little 
wayfarer is about to die, it’s like 9/11 all over again. I don’t mean the second 9/11. I mean the 
first one in America 1973. It’s still a year from now but I come back to this. America is the 
greatest poem.  

 

 

Perhaps one way to approach HW / EC is to consider it in the context of the years 2007-2011, not 
as a setting, surely, but as a temporality that the book perversely misreads. We are supposed to 
know the story of those years, after all. The years mark of course the end of the Bush 
administration, the Wall Street crash, the bailout, the first years of the Obama administration, the 
persistence of Bush era foreign policy and foreign and domestic surveillance, Islamophobia in 
the US and Europe, the increased reliance on drones and the outsourcing of torture by the US 
military, the Arab Spring and the occupations of public spaces in the West. Yet the book asks us 
to consider these years minimally in view of two other periods: the years between 1948 and 1972 
and between 1972 and the present. 1948 and 1972 take on significance in HW / EC, after all, 
most obviously with the Nakba witnessed by the little wayfarer in 1948 and the hero’s birth in 
1972, which is also, we’re reminded, the year Beckett’s play Not I was first performed and, turns 
out, the year that Joseph Cornell died. Not least, they are also important turning points in the 
development of capitalism, marking, however crudely, first the postwar period of economic 
growth and the ascendance of the highly industrialized welfare state in the West, and second the 
stagnation of wages and the emergent financialization of the market, or, in other words, the rise 
of neoliberalism, all the life the little wayfarer has ever known. 

One of the “boxes” of Human Wishes / Enemy Combatant—Caldwell uses the word box to 
describe the book’s chapters in an interview conducted with Frances Madeson in 2012—shares a 
title with Joseph Cornell’s c. 1945-46 collage box “American Rabbit.” In the interview, Caldwell 

http://writtenwordspokenword.blogspot.com/2012/04/edmond-caldwells-commitment-to-certain.html


says that “[t]here is most definitely a wall erected between aesthetics and politics in conventional 
approaches to fiction, and it brings out the arsonist in me.” It might be useful to stoke that fire by 
thinking through the intersection between aesthetics and politics, if there is one, in “American 
Rabbit” and the following box or chapter “Time and Motion.” The first turns on the little 
wayfarer’s encounter (he is not yet the little wayfarer II—if “yet” can be used without collapsing 
the boxes into linearity they defy at all turns) with a Joseph Cornell exhibit at the Peabody Essex 
museum. The second finds the hero in the Watertown Arsenal Mall where—it’s hard to say 
whether the hero is even aware of this except as “a kind of tectonic unconscious” (115)—a 
wildcat strike took place in 1919 after Taylor’s scientific management was introduced into the 
shop to reduce costs and maximize labor efficiency through time study. In both chapters the 
word craft arises repeatedly. 

The etymology of craft can be traced back to the Old English cræft. The OED defines craft 
variously as power, skill, art, magic, artifice, deceit, cunning, scholarship, and the brotherhood of 
Freemasons. The last is not surprising in view of what HW / EC imagines might be the strike’s 
defense of “AFL craft-privileges and […] white dick privileges”; however, the run-on sentence 
doesn’t stop there: “maybe their grandchildren their great-great grandchildren would get it right 
one day because there’s always this heretical subtext and antitype lurking somewhere” (145). 
The phrase “lurking somewhere” militates against the idea that anyone’s children ever will 
reassuringly “get it right one day” because the “heretical subtext” means they will get it exactly 
wrong insofar as getting it right just is the effect of domination seeking to neutralize what is 
abidingly political as such. It is the wager of these (far too brief) comments that the little 
wayfarer’s encounter with Cornell’s memory boxes of “imaginary resolution of the real social 
contradiction of residual craft ethic and emergent machine mass-production” (107) and the 
clearly-still-lurking wildcat strike against Taylor’s “craft [of] ‘scientific management’” (141) 
deserve attention because they exemplify aesthetic and politic struggle internalized in “fissures 
gaps [and] opportunities to be seized” (145). 

Although the year 2007 is mentioned in “Time and Motion” (115), the wayfarer’s visit “north 
[…] to see a minor artist” is undated. But there was an actual exhibition of Joseph Cornell’s 
work at the Peabody Essex in April 2007, which Caldwell might have headed north to see. After 
all, it was “a major exhibition of minor magic, just right for a town like Salem Massachusetts 
which otherwise specializes in kitsch shops full of crystals and pentagrams and witch costumes” 
(107). In 1939 Dalí famously said that Cornell’s was “the only truly Surrealist work to be found 
in America,” surely in retrospect an ambiguous compliment on many levels, especially since 
César Vallejo had already performed an autopsy on surrealism in 1930. As is well known, 
Cornell was uncomfortable having his work associated with the surrealists; he preferred to think 
of his work as “white magic.” This Christian Science magic might sound less than ameliorative 
since much of his work was about locating idealized objects of desire in boxes; as Falcetta points 
out, “[f]or Cornell, whose Christian Science principles complicated his sexuality, enclosing in 
boxes the idealized versions of women he admired allowed him to ‘possess’ them safely while 



keeping his virginity intact” (133). It also may sound like a diminishment of Breton’s 1924 claim 
that “Surrealism is based on the belief in the superior reality of certain forms of previously 
neglected associations, in the omnipotence of dream, and the disinterested play of thought. It 
tends to ruin once and for all other psychic mechanisms and to substitute itself for them in 
solving all the principle problems of life” (26). But this diminishment becomes something else 
when we consider that Breton had manifestly failed to “[solve] all the principle problems of life,” 
as Vallejo, among others, pointed out. There is a double irony here considering the surreal image 
of “an uncountable number or rabbits” at the Zone Hôtelière in the prior chapter “Return to the 
Chateau” (32). To put this more clearly, in the context of HW / EC Cornell has to be seen as 
having performed the perverse act of putting French rabbits in a box.  

Which is not exactly the containment the poet Donald Revell implies it is when he says, 
“Marianne Moore, like Joseph Cornell, has this trouvere mentality that is wonderful. But then 
they put it in boxes. They somehow panic at the critical moment and seek to contain. Marianne 
Moore containing it through her numbers, counting syllables; Cornell literally containing it in 
boxes” (qtd. in Falcetta 124). Leaving aside the connection to Moore, which Falcetta addresses, 
what Revell misses in his observation about Cornell’s “literal” boxes is that their limit serves as 
the condition for, in principle at least, unlimited symbolic recursion. That matters in ways 
perhaps Cornell was not fully aware of, since in HW / EC boxes involve the transformation of the 
“residual craft ethic” into symbolic grammar; on one hand, there is in Cornell’s box a residue of 
the miniature, what Susan Stewart calls “a nostalgia for preindustrial labor, a nostalgia for craft” 
(68); on the other, this box is framed without nostalgia in the museum, overlooked by guards. 
Indeed, the hero enacts a “complicated” sexuality himself in the fatiguing but ever-indefatigable 
museum when he tries to catch the eye of an art girl and finds himself engulfed in the fart of the 
guard, an “Art Fart. But still a fart” (106). In the book, the boxes are contained in the museum, 
but the framing of the pristine museum in the perverted box of the chapter “American Rabbit” 
encases them within another box, or as the chapter says, a “box in which the hero stands looking 
into a box in which he stands looking into a box in which he stands looking into a box, you get 
the idea” (112).  

A more extensive analysis of the question of craft than is possible in this shorthand is obviously 
necessary. But a glimpse of the intersection between aesthetics and politics can perhaps be seen 
in the next box, “Time and Motion.” The chapter offers a context of the strike for all who are 
interested, but the seminal scholarly study of the introduction of Taylorism at the Watertown 
Arsenal and the subsequent strike is Hugh Aitken’s 1960 book. Aitken makes this pertinent 
observation: 

Taylor doctrine did not entirely overlook the possibility that the introduction of time study in a 
plant might cause trouble. The stop watch had not yet become the symbol of all that was 
detestable to organized labor in the Taylor system — that was to be one of the results of what 
Barth and Merrick were doing at Watertown — but it was already realized among the Taylor 
disciples that the purposes of time study could easily be "misunderstood," and certain ways of 



going about the matter had become standard practice. It was considered vital that no time studies 
should be attempted until all working conditions had been brought up to a high level of 
efficiency and standardized at that level. (110) 

To say that the Taylor disciples realized that the purposes of the time study could easily be 
“misunderstood” is perhaps something other than a historical irony. The purposes were 
understood by the workers, as HW / EC points out: the Taylor disciples were creating a “spy-
system” (116), and that is why, without approval of the union leadership, the workers went on 
strike. The relevance of this strike is not enclosed historically in the chapter because the hero is 
not even thinking of it as he sips his soda and eats his Cinnabon in the Watertown Arsenal Mall 
in 2007. Certainly, it is in the interest of a certain kind of time study to always look back and 
forward with a kind of “salutary pessimism” (144), that is, to see “revolution always a bad idea 
of course someone might get hurt” (122). Against this, a different question of time and motion 
arises when the chapter unearths an incident from the little wayfarer’s childhood, a moment from 
his own “Taylorized education which he’d digested his own way, turned to his own account.” 
The little wayfarer’s teacher asked the class what they thought the message of Orwell’s Animal 
Farm was, and the little wayfarer answered, to the horror of the teacher, that the “m-m-message 
of the b-book was that the animals would have to try harder n-next time […] like the Little Train 
That Could well this would just have to be the Little Animal Farm That Could, not stuttering 
anymore and his voice not quavering hey this class participation stuff’s not so bad when you’ve 
got something to say, out tumble the words and they are the words he means and he’s excited, 
sudden fluency, inspiration, he says those animals just have to try to take over the farm again, 
they have to rise up again but this time along with getting rid of the humans they have to get rid 
of the pigs, waving his arms he’s so excited all at once it spills out: the message of the book is 
KILL THE PIGS!!!” (143). S-s-sick. 

 

A Selection of Shorter Pieces 

“A Shorter Organon of the New Science” 

 “Clue” 

 “The Scythian Idol” 

 “Breadcrumbs” 

 “The Collector of Van de Voys” 

 “My Memoirs” 

 

Critical Interventions: 

You and What Army  
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